
 
Rhea Software doo Belgrade 

 
Profile:  Rhea Software doo is a Development  and QA partner for Usablenet Inc, the 
leading mobile and multi-channel platform company, serving 25% of Fortune 1000 
companies. Rhea Software produces mobile web sites usable and functional on all 
mobile devices, developed on the Usablenet transformative platform. 
This proprietary technology based on html, js, css, xml and xslt, makes developers able 
to define transformation rules to adapt a website to a version suitable on all mobile 
devices. 
 
In accordance with the increased workload we are looking educated and 
motivated candidates for the position: 

 
DEVELOPER  

Transforming traditional websites in their mobile versions 
 

 
 
Job description: Developer 
Usablenet platform offers to the developer a powerful environment where define rules 
to transform a website into a version suitable for all mobile devices.  
The proprietary language used is based on xml and xslt. The look and fill will be manage 
through advanced css directives. High level functionalities will be developed using 
Javascript and the last javascript frameworks. 
 

• Work on the implementation of mobile websites based in the Usablenet mobile 
technology. 
 

• Creation and development of websites for mobile devices (mobile phones, smart 
phones and tablet devices); 
 

• Transforming traditional websites in their mobile versions; 
 

• Testing crafted web sites on mobile devices, physical and in virtual 
environments; 
 

• Debugging code found in the development of the QA department; 
 

• Optimization of code development and the need for its migration to different 
environments. 



 
 
 
Profile of candidates:  
- good knowledge of the english language 
- team work oriented 
- passionate and precise approach to the work 
 
- good skills in the following areas: 
- - HTTP protocol 
- - HTTP Request (post vs get) 
- - HTML 
- - URL structure 
- - Cookies Management 
- - CSS box model 
- - CSS Selectors 
- - CSS properties 
- - Javascript 
- - Javascript selectors (byId, byName, etc ) 
- - Javascript DOM interactions (add something inside a container, remove a node, etc ) 
- - Javascript events (onclick, onchange, other listeners.. ) 
- - JQuery selectors 
- - Viewport concept 
 
 
We offer:  
We offer a dynamic and fresh work environment, multi-cultural relationship (US, UK, IT, 
...), powerful and fancy workstations (Apple iMac), career opportunities thanks to a 
pyramidal structure with developers, technical evangelists, developer leaders. 
 
Working in a professional and dynamic environment that is constantly evolving: 

● Remuneration in accordance with the results; 

● The possibility of further professional development. 

 

Note: Candidates will be contacted only short-listed option. 

 


